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RELEASE DATE
9TH DECEMBER 2013

Label: NAÏVE
File Under: Classical/Instrumental
Catalogue No: AM211
Barcode: 822186002117
2 for 1 at MID PRICE
Format: 2 CD
Packaging: digipack
Nicolai Lugansky [piano]

Naive 15th Anniversary Limited Editions: Nicolai Lugansky
RACHMANINOV: Piano Sonatas 1 & 2, LISZT: Piano Works 

Rachmaninov Piano Sonatas Nos. 1 & 2 [AM208]

"an astonishing Rachmaninov Sonata recital...very exciting playing in two extremely taxing works...Lugansky's playing
suggests wild abandon but in fact derives from tremedously discipline, focused attention to Rachmaninov's swathes of
notes and pulverising rhythms...his electrifying account of the Mephistopheles movement trumps all. I rate this as the
best recording of this work...A really impressive disc." Calum MacDonald
BBC Music Magazine ***** 

Liszt Piano Works [AM205]

“Lugansky's exceptional command of tremolo figuration really does have Liszt's keyboard figuration shimmering as it
should.” BBC Music Magazine, January 2012

“Once you have settled to Lugansky's sometimes glossy tone, it is hard not to be seduced by the playing of a natural
Lisztian, as alive to textual detail as conveying a work's drama and poetry. Look no further than his bravura handling of
Vallee d'Oberman, surely on of the composer's most inspired masterpieces, rising to ecstatic heights in the final pages.”
Classic FM Magazine, March 2012, *****



RELEASE DATE
9TH DECEMBER 2013

Label: NAÏVE
File Under: Classical/Instrumental
Catalogue No: NC40034
Barcode: 822186400340
2 for 1 at MID PRICE
Format: 2 CD
Packaging: digipack
Sonia Wieder-Atherton [cello]
Daria Hovora [piano]
Sara Iancu, Matthieu Lejeune [cellos]

Naive 15th Anniversary Limited Editions: Sonia Wieder-Atherton
Jewish Songs, Vita: Monteverdi, Scelsi

Vita: Monteverdi, Scelsi V5257
"I have chosen to transcribe Monteverdi’s madrigals for two cello and a bass and juxtapose them with chapters of the
trilogy. Two life lines are thus sketched out; two musical compositions cross paths, each an echo of the other —
sometimes in opposition, sometimes surprisingly close, especially when old age draws near."
Sonia Wieder-Atherton 

Chants juifs V5226

"It is really liturgic, but with moments of joy, because that's what the Baal Shem Tov - the founder of Chasidic Judaism -
brought to the Jewish religion," she says. "He was a revolutionary. He said that you should welcome God in dancing,
believe in God in singing, enjoy every passing day. It was fantastic! And of course, it also influenced the music." Sonia
Wieder Atherton [profiled in the Jewish Chronicle at the time of her King's Place Concert, 2011]

CONCERT: 12th April 2014 Kings Place, Shostakovich, Rachmaninov, Webern, with Imogen Cooper



RELEASE DATE
9TH DECEMBER 2013

Label: NAÏVE
File Under: Classical/Secular
Vocal music
Catalogue No: NC40035
Barcode: 822186400357
3 for 1 at MID PRICE
Format: 3 CD
Packaging: digipack
Anne Sophie von Otter
Antoine Tamestit [viola]
Les Musiciens du Louvre
Marc Minkowsky
Brad Mehldau [piano]

Naive 15th Anniversary Limited Editions: Anne Sophie von Otter
BERLIOZ, Brad MEHLDAU: Love Songs

BERLIOZ: Les nuits d’été, Harold en Italie, Le Roi de Thule [Damnation of Faust] V5266
Gramophone Editor's Choice
BBC Music Choice
BBC Radio 3 CD of the week
The Daily Telegraph CD of the week

"This is a very fine disc and also a fascinating one I urge all Berlioz admirers to hear. Not only are the performers
extremely good but the production values are high...one of the most stimulating Berlioz releases that I've heard in years."
John Quinn, Musicwebinternational, May 2012

Love songs 2cds, V5241 with Brad Mehldau
"Von Otter is a natural and unfussy performer and Mehldau's humming trills, inquiring countermelodies and River
Man-like melodic turns will seem very familiar. Von Otter is at ease in the idiom, and Mehldau is bluesy on Richard
Rodgers's Something Good, opulent on Legrand's Chanson de Maxence, and creates a glossy stride-piano warmth on
Walking My Baby Back Home, sung in Swedish. It's further evidence of Mehldau's determination to treat this
between-worlds music as all part of the same show." John Fordham, The Guardian

"Meetings of jazz and classical musicians run the risk of pleasing no-one. Love Songs strikes a balance that should
appeal to fans of either musician – and to neutrals too." John Eyles, bbc.co.uk/music



RELEASE DATE
9TH DECEMBER 2013

Label: NAÏVE
File Under: Classical/Instrumental
Catalogue No: NC40036
Barcode: 822186400364
2 for 1 at MID PRICE
Format: 2 CD + DVD
Packaging: digipack
Fazil Say [piano]
Patricia Koptchinskaja [violin]

Naive 15th Anniversary Limited Editions: Fazil Say, Patricia
Kopatchinskaja
Patricia Koptchinskaja

Pictures V5199 [CD+DVD 'Pictures' recorded live in Grenoble, Feb 2011]
MUSSORGSKY: Pictures at an Exhibition, JANACEK: Sonata 1.X.1905, PROKOFIEV: Piano Sonata No. 7

“You get a lot for your money in this set beyond the superb studio recording... The open discussion between the pianist
and his producer is a breath of fresh air; it really does capture the pleasures and stresses of the recording event...This is
what I would call a true 'pianist's performance': absolutely centred playing with virtually no need for pedal and a controlled
tempo even in the more strenuous bars. Overall, this emerges as the best piano playing I have heard in some time.”
International Record Review, January 2012

Kopatchinskaja / Say V5146
BEETHOVEN: Kreutzer Sonata, RAVEL: Violin Sonata in G min, 
BARTOK: Romanian folk Dances SZ56, SAY: Violin Sonata Op. 7

“This is far from being just another recording of the Kreutzer Sonata. Patricia Kopatchinskaja and Fazil Say share a
radical approach, performing each musical gesture in the most vivid way, with smoothness and tonal beauty a secondary
consideration. It's undeniably exciting...Say's own Sonata is also beautifully played. Daring, and highly individual playing
– it's a CD worth investigating.” Gramophone Classical Music Guide, 2010

“Patricia Kopatchinskaja and Fazil Say share a radical approach, performing each musical gesture in the most vivid way,
with smoothness and tonal beauty a secondary consideration. It's undeniably exciting… Daring, and highly individual
playing…” Gramophone Magazine, January 2009

"Turkey's most charismatic classical musician" Norman Lebrecht



RELEASE DATE
9TH DECEMBER 2013

Label: NAÏVE
File Under: Classical/Opera &
Vocal
Catalogue No: NC40037
Barcode: 822186400371
2 for 1 at MID PRICE
Format: 2 CD
Packaging: digipack
Sandrine Piau [soprano]
Accademia Bizantina
Stefano Montanari

Sara Mingardo [contralto]
Concerto Italiano
Rinaldo Alessandrini

Naive 15th Anniversary Limited Editions: Sandrine Piau
HANDEL: Between Heaven and Earth, Arias and Duets

Handel: Between Heaven and Earth OP30484

"French soprano Sandrine Piau, despite her frequent appearances on Baroque recordings, may not seem a first choice
for the sheer athleticism of Handel, but wait until you hear her. Piau substitutes grace, precision, and sheer beauty for
brawn, and the results are astonishing. She chooses arias ideally suited to her talents. "Rejoice greatly," from Messiah, is
full of spiky flash, and lengthy pieces like "Prophetic raptures swell my breast" (track 12), from Joseph and His Brethren,
are beautifully developed, with Piau sliding with impossible smoothness into high notes in the later stages. Passagework
in faster pieces is a shower of bright sparks.. The Accademia Bizantina under violinist/director Stefano Montanari
provides the more conventional zip that lets Piau's subtler approach weave its remarkable spell...this is a superb vocal
recording." Allmusic.com

Handel: Arias & Duets with Sara Mingardo OP30483

Two of today’s most accomplished and critically acclaimed interpreters of early and baroque music, the singers Sara
Mingardo and Sandrine Piau, combined for this best-selling 2009 recording of arias and duos from Handel’s operas
Radamisto, Flavio, Poro, Tamerlano, Rinaldo, Orlando, Alessandro, Deidamia, Amadigi, and Ottone. They are
accompanied by the world-renowned Concerto Italiano and its conductor Rinaldo Alessandrini.

“Simply magnificent...the singing is of a miraculous standard throughout, and the performances are consummately
insightful and naturalistic.” Gramophone Editor’s Choice



RELEASE DATE
9TH DECEMBER 2013

Label: NAÏVE
File Under: Classical/Orchestral
Catalogue No: NC40038
Barcode: 822186400388
2 for 1 at MID PRICE
Format: 2 CD
Packaging: digipack
Lucy Crowe (soprano) 
Richard Croft (tenor)
Les Musiciens du Louvre Grenoble

Naive 15th Anniversary Limited Editions: Marc Minkowski
HANDEL: Water Music, A Song for Saint Cecilia's Day

Water Music V5234
“This is a feast...the performances are outstanding. There is no finer period-instrument orchestra than
Minkowski’s...wonderfully fleet-footed strings, ravishing flute and recorder, horns to delight the heart of Squire Weston
himself, and all as responsive to Handel’s most delicate fancies as to his Rabelaisian humour.” Sunday Times, 2nd
January 2011 ****

“his spirited players achieve a lightness of touch, even with 25 strings, and doubled horns and oboes.” BBC Music
Magazine, February 2011 ****

"given with all the freshness, exuberance and interpretative discretion that are hallmarks of Les Musiciens du Louvre
under Marc Minkowski.
Natural horns rasp jubilantly, the strings, while using “historically aware” technique, sound full and lithe, and Minkowski
opts for judicious pacing that buoys up the music, at the same time establishing the contrasts that make this music such
a rich source of enjoyment." Geoffrey Norris, Daily Telegraph

A Song for St. Cecilia’s Day V5279
“Galvanised by Minkowski's exquisite detailing, the Musiciens du Louvre are on white-hot form throughout, but in the
Handel, Nils Wieboldt's plangent cello sets the scene for 'What Passion' with such ear-tugging sensitivity a lesser singer
than Crowe might have been utterly sidelined.” BBC Music Magazine, Christmas 2009 *****

“...the players and singers delight in this magical music.” Sunday Times, 29th November 2009 ***



RELEASE DATE
9TH DECEMBER 2013

Label: NAÏVE
File Under: Classical/Secular
Vocal music
Catalogue No: NC40039
Barcode: 822186400395
2 for 1 at MID PRICE
Format: 2 CD
Packaging: digipack
Orchestre National de France
Fabien Gabel

Karina Gauvin [soprano]
Il Complesso Barocco
Alan Curtis

Naive 15th Anniversary Limited Editions: Marie-Nicole Lemieux

Ne me refuse pas V5201

"(Marie-Nicole Lemieux) is an exciting performer, one who takes natural possession of a large canvas... She has what
Shaw called "go" – that ability to animate, in a manner combining imagination, energy, rhythmic alertness and warmth of
voice and personality, the sense and direction of a musical phrase." Max Loppert, Opera, June 2011

HANDEL: Streams of Pleasure V5261

“A disc of arias and duets from Handel's oratorios alone is not something which one comes across every year.”
IRR Outstanding 



RELEASE DATE
9TH DECEMBER 2013

Label: NAÏVE
File Under: Classical/Orchestral
Catalogue No: NC40040
Barcode: 822186400401
2 for 1 at MID PRICE
Format: 2 CD
Packaging: digipack
Laurent Korcia (violin)
Orchestre Philharmonique Royal de Liège
Jean-Jacques Kantorow

Florin Niculescu (violin),
Michel Portal (bandoneon)
Michael Wendeberg (piano),
Nemanja Radulovic (violin)
Tatjana Vassiljeva (cello)
Jean-Louis Aubert (vocals)

Naive 15th Anniversary Limited Editions: Laurent Korcia

TCHAIKOVSKY, KORNGOLD Violin Concertos Op. 35 V5280
Gramophone Editor's Choice

“Korcia’s delivery of the solo line [in the Korngold] is stunning, but you’ll be knocked sideways by the glorious passage in
the last movement where massed horns suddenly thrust upwards. It’s never sounded fruitier...Korcia’s coupling is a
boldly drawn, affectionate performance of the Tchaikovsky Concerto...This is the most entertaining violin concerto disc
I’ve heard in months.” The Arts Desk

“Korcia stamps his individuality on every phrase and wrings every ounce of expression out of the glorious Korngold.”
BBC Music Magazine

Doubles Jeux V5066
“Laurent Korcia has all the technical bravado and interpretative charisma to breathe new life into... tried and tested violin
warhorses.” BBC Music Magazine	



RELEASE DATE
9TH DECEMBER 2013

Label: NAÏVE
File Under: Classical/Instrumental
Catalogue No: NC40041
Barcode: 822186400418
2 for 1 at MID PRICE
Format: 2 CD
Packaging: digipack
Annes Gastinel [cello]
Claire Désert [piano]

Naive 15th Anniversary Limited Editions: Anne Gastinel

SCHUMANN: Cello Concerto V4897

FRANCK, DEBUSSY, POULENC V5259

“A wonderfully intuitive partnership drawing on subtle soundworlds.”
BBC Music Choice

“Gastinel is ideally matched by Désert; the recorded balance is judicious and there is a real sense of a performance
being created in accord.” Gramophone Editor's Choice

“Highly articulate, sensitively shaped and technically mellifluous performances from two outstanding musicians.” 
Classic FM Magazine

“As will be clear by now, Gastinel’s and Désert’s new disc is particularly valuable for their remarkable new recording of
the Poulenc in which they are even more compelling than Queyras and Tharaud, and more free-flowing and eloquent
than Müller-Schott and Kulek. […] The whole disc is very impressive.” International Record Review



RELEASE DATE
9TH DECEMBER 2013

Label: NAÏVE
File Under: Classical/Instrumental
Catalogue No: NC40042
Barcode: 822186400425
2 for 1 at MID PRICE
Format: 2 CD
Packaging: digipack
Concerto Italiano
Rinaldo Alessandrini

Naive 15th Anniversary Limited Editions: Rinaldo Alessandrini

MONTEVERDI: Il sesto libro dei madrigali OP30423
Gramophone Editor's Choice, August 2006
Penguin Guide ****

“Three things stand out about Alessandrini's version. First, his extraordinary feel for the words… Second, his revised
edition which gives him access to newly revealed dissonances… And third, his generally upbeat tempos… which lend a
marvellous freshness to 'Qui rise' and other tracks.” BBC Music Magazine, July 2006, ****

“this new recording really goes far beyond the supple elegance of line for which La Venexiana are famous, with
Alessandrini and his crew employing a tense, edgy rhetoric to reveal an inner psychology while sacrificing neither
precision of ensemble nor beauty of sound. Concerto Italiano are now such a sensitive instrument that they respond to
the emotional exigencies of the texts like silk to the breeze. Listen to the passionate terza parte of the Lamento
d'Arianna; or the final line of Zefirotorna, where the drawn-out dissonances are almost physically painful; or the incredible
dynamic and rhythmic control in the Sestina; or the fluid, frighteningly accurate ornamentation in Qui rise, o Tirsi. You
could find 100 such examples without ever conveying the many excellences of this recording.” Gramophone Classical
Music Guide

1600 OP30531

“This is a superb release in every way. The music is engaging and entertaining as well as being excellently played and
recorded. It is also historically informative and instructive and I recommend it wholeheartedly.” MusicWeb International,
12th June 2012

“Alessandrini's programme has a seamless artistic flow that gently pulls the listener along an illuminating narrative...[He]
ensures that later music by Legrenzi and Torelli possess astute dance rhythms and shapely harmonic details.”
Gramophone Magazine, June 2012



RELEASE DATE
9TH DECEMBER 2013

Label: NAÏVE
File Under: Classical/Choral
Catalogue No: NC40043
Barcode: 822186400432
2 for 1 at MID PRICE
Format: 2 CD
Packaging: digipack
Sandrine Piau (soprano)
Robert Getchell (tenor)
Markus Butter (baritone)
Accentus & Ensemble Orchestral de Paris,
Laurence Equilbey

Naive 15th Anniversary Limited Editions: Accentus, Laurence
Equilbey

Transcriptions 2 V5048
Gramophone Editor's Choice, March 2007

“Laurence Equilbey and her chamber group Accentus deserve nothing but praise for their mellifluous tone and ability to
fan into a vocal forest.” Geoff Brown, The Times

MENDELSSOHN: Christus & chorales Cantatas V5265

“Accentus's many fans have further reason to celebrate. All their hallmarks are in evidence here: springy rhythms, fine
choral balance, clean, bright tone, splendid diction. And what marvellous music this is!... The three soloists are all first
class, alive to the drama in each of the works but never over-responding. A disc to treasure.” BBC Music Magazine,
March 2012 *****

“beautifully sung here by Sandrine Piau and Markus Butter. The French conductor’s choir and orchestra do Mendelssohn
proud.” Sunday Times, 18th December 2011

“The soloists sing with great beauty and feeling, and the choir and orchestra are equally fine.” Gramophone Magazine,
April 2012



RELEASE DATE
9TH DECEMBER 2013

Label: NAÏVE
File Under: Classical/Orchestral
Catalogue No: NC40044
Barcode: 822186400449
2 for 1 at MID PRICE
Format: 2 CD
Packaging: digipack
Valérie Lemercier (narrator, in French)

Orchestre National du Capitole de Toulouse
Tugan Sokhiev

Naive 15th Anniversary Limited Editions: Tugan Sokhiev

PROKOFIEV: Peter & the Wolf V5136 [2007]

TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No. 5, SHOSTAKOVICH: Festive Overture V5252
Gramophone Editor's Choice
“How refreshing in a work of such familiarity to find oneself unable to take a single bar for granted. Don't get me wrong,
this isn't the kind of performance which draws attention to itself, which somehow courts individuality, but rather one which
re-evaluates how phrasing relates to sound in pursuit of the greatest spontaneity.” Gramophone, April 2012

The relationship between Sokhiev and his musicians in Toulouse is increasingly celebrated – Le Figaro described the
partnership as ‘at the centre of the French musical life’ and Le Monde wrote of ‘Sokhievmania’ after a recent concert in
Paris. His discography includes numerous highly acclaimed recordings for Naïve Classiques with the Orchestre National
du Capitole de Toulouse – among them Tchaikovsky’s Fourth Symphony, Mussorgsky’s Pictures at an Exhibition,
Rachmaninov’s Symphonic Dances. Their recording of Shostakovich’s Festive Overture and Tchaikovsky’s Fifth
Symphony, has received wide praise and was selected as Editor’s Choice in Gramophone.



RELEASE DATE
9TH DECEMBER 2013

Label: NAÏVE
File Under: Classical/Orchestral
Catalogue No: V5360
Barcode: 822186053607
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Orchestre National du Capitole de Toulouse
Tugan Sokhiev

STRAVINSKY: Rite of Spring, Firebird
Orchestre National du Capitole de Toulouse
Tugan Sokhiev

The fifth recording of Tugan Sokhiev and his Toulouse orchestra, now considered one of the best French ensembles,
was issued earlier this year as a cd book with extra dvd content. It was given many critical plaudits and is now reissued in
digipack just in time  to celebrate the end of the 'Rite's' centenary year.

Besides his activity as Music Director at Orchestre National du Capitole de Toulouse, Tugan Sokhiev is now Music
Director at Deutsches Symphonie Orchestra in Berlin and guest conductor of several prestigious orchestras, including
the Philharmonia to which he returns each season. He also enjoys a close association with the Mariinsky Theatre and is
in demand from orchestras and opera houses worldwide.
The relationship between Sokhiev and his musicians in Toulouse is increasingly celebrated: Le Figaro described the
partnership as "at the centre of French musical life", while Le Monde wrote of “Sokhievmania” after a recent performance
in Paris. 

“The Rite of Spring is terrific: Sokhiev maintains the sense of a structural ritual while keeping you on the edge of your
seat throughout.”  The Guardian

“Convulsive and compelling.” The Sunday Times

"the near-choreographic performance of Sokhiev himself is fascinating. His gestures and cues are an object lesson in
conducting expertise" International Record Review – June 2013

CONCERTS: 
12 December Royal Festival Hall, Mendelssohn, Mahler/Philharmonia Orchestra
22 May 14 Royal Festival Hall, Fauré, Ravel, Debussy, Stravinsky/Philharmonia Orchestra



RELEASE DATE
9TH DECEMBER 2013

Label: Actes Sud Musicales
File Under: Classical/Orchestral
Catalogue No: ASM12
Barcode: 3149028032628
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
C. Santon
J. Dran
J.-M.Candenot
Les Siècles
François-Xavier Roth

DUKAS: The Sorcerer's Apprentice, Polyeucte, Cantate Velleda
Les Siècles
François-Xavier Roth

With this new recording, François-Xavier Roth, leading conductor of many ensembles and repertoires, and Les Siècles,
with several award-winning discs under their belt return to an unsung genius, Paul Dukas. For the general public, Dukas,
French composer (1865-1935), is the author of only one work: 'The Sorcerer's Apprentice', published in 1897. With it, he
met lasting success, being in popular repertoire since its creation and in particular, popularised by Walt Disney's
'Fantasia'. Yet,  this friend of Claude Debussy, gave us further evidence of his immense talent with the 'Cantata Velléda'
and the Overture to 'Polyeucte' restored to us by the generosity of the Palazzetto Bru-Zane. Again, this recording was
made on instruments from the late 19th century to restore the original refined colours and brilliant orchestrations of Paul
Dukas.



RELEASE DATE
9TH DECEMBER 2013

Label: Delphian
File Under: Classical/Secular
Vocal music
Catalogue No: DCD34129
Barcode: 801918341298
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
Fires of Love

Remember me my deir: Jacobean songs of love and loss
Fires of Love

And will he not come again, Canaries [Straloch MS], A Scots Tune (untitled) [Rowallan MS] 
Rest, sweet nymphs [Francis Pilkington], St Valentine’s Day, Grein greus ye rasses, a Daunce [Straloch MS] 
Go from my window [Folger Dowland MS], Gypsies Lilt [Rowallan MS] 
O sweet Oliver – My bonny lass (‘Sellinger’s Round’), In throu the windoes of myn ees (Alexander Montgomerie)
A Port [Straloch MS], Remember me, my deir, The Queen’s Treble [John Johnson] 
When Laura smiles, A Scots Tune (untitled) [Jane Pickeringe MS], Adeu, O desie of delyt [Andrew Blackhall]
How should I your true love know, Bonny sweet Robin, Ane Scottis Dance [Rowallan MS] 
The cypress curtain of the night [Thomas Campion], I long for thy virginite [Straloch MS]
Quhat mightie motione, The Scottish Huntsupe [Jane Pickeringe MS] 
Pavane (Passamezzo) and Gagliarda [Braye MS], And will he not come again 

Scotland’s troubadours, the Fires of Love, follow King James VI on a varied journey through song and instrumental
music. In the 16th century Scotland appeared outwardly to be musically bruised – not necessarily so … As our musicians
deftly weave their way through Scotland’s rich tapestry of historic manuscripts, they unveil attractive unsophisticated
melodies, often heavily imbued with the French style.
On their arrival in London, James and his musicians would have been taken aback by the highly active theatre scene.
Shakespeare’s texts give rise to compelling settings, from the plaintive 'And will he not come again', poignantly rendered
here by Frances Cooper, to the risqué joviality of St Valentine’s Day.
As the Scots courtier-musicians nimbly traded French influence for London’s ‘Englished’ Italian style, one wonders: did
they regretfully look homewards: 'Remember me my deir?'

Based in Scotland, Fires of Love has been performing in venues and festivals around Britain since 1998. The repertoire
centres on lute and guitar songs, set amongst instrumental ensembles, solos, recent discoveries and the group’s own
arrangements. The music spans the breadth of Europe and instruments include lutes, archlute, theorbo, vihuela, baroque
guitar, fourcourse guitar, recorders and percussion. The group has made two previous recordings for Delphian: 'Love and
Reconquest: Music of Renaissance Spain' (DCD34003) and 'Chansons à Plaisir: Music from the time of Adrian Le Roy'
(DCD34063), both released to high critical acclaim.



RELEASE DATE
9TH DECEMBER 2013

Label: Signum Classics
File Under: Classical/Chamber
music
Catalogue No: SIGCD350
Barcode: 635212035023
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
Carducci Quartet
Nicholas Daniel [oboe]

Into the Ravine
Michael BERKELEY: Oboe Quintet 'Into the Ravine'
John McCABE: Quartet No. 7 'Summer Eces'
Adrian WILLIAMS: Quartet No. 4
Carducci Quartet
Nicholas Daniel 

This first release on Signum from one of the UK’s most dynamic string quartets, the Caruducci Quartet, demonstrates
their commitment to contemporary repertoire. They join forces with oboist Nicholas Daniel for three world premieres, all
written specially for them and all premiered at the Presteigne Festival: Michael Berkeley's Oboe Quintet, ‘Into the
Ravine’, John McCabe's Quartet No. 7, 'Summer Eves', and Adrian Williams' Quartet No.4.



RELEASE DATE
9TH DECEMBER 2013

Label: Signum Classics
File Under: Classical/Instrumental
Catalogue No: SIGCD365
Barcode: 635212036525
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
Alessio Bax & Lucille Chung [pianos]

Bax and Chung: Piano Duo
Alessio Bax
Lucille Chung

STRAVINSKY: Petrouchka
BRAHMS: 16 Waltzes, Op.39
PIAZZOLLA arr. Bax & Chung: Four Tangos  
(La que vendrá, Milonga del ángel, Tango No.2, Libertango)

The real life marriage of concert pianists, Alessio Bax and Lucille Chung, has led to one of the leading piano duos of their
generation. To cite the UK magazine Music and Arts, “Theirs is a marriage of wondrous colours and dextrous aplomb,
subtly balanced to make a musical performance sound as one.”
Stavinsky’s 'Petrouchka' was originally arranged for four-hands by the composer as a rehearsal score for the Ballet
Russes production of the same name, but in this stripped-down version it brings Stravinsky’s melodic, rhythmic and
harmonic inventiveness to the fore. Brahms’ 16 Waltzes Op.39 are an enchanting collection of Romantic miniatures that
simultaneously nod to the musical lineage of the composer’s home in Vienna whilst asserting his own flair and
individuality. The final four tangos by Piazzolla are a full of Argentine flair and vigour, and were arranged especially for
this recording by Bax & Chung.
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Label: Mirare
File Under: Classical/Instrumental
Catalogue No: MIR232
Barcode: 3760127222323
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Jean Frédéric Neuburger [piano]

RAVEL: Gaspard de la Nuit, Tombeau de Couperin, 
Valses Nobles
Jean Frédéric Neuburger

Jean-Frédéric Neuburger's exceptional musical aptitude was evident from an early age. Since being recognised by the
Académie Maurice Ravel at the age of 15, he has been the laureate of numerous international competitions and won the
2006 Young Concert Artists International Auditions held in New York, receiving great public acclaim and rave reviews in
the Washington Post and the New York Times.
Devoted to perfecting his art, Jean-Frédéric Neuburger currently studies with Reiko Hozu and Vladimir Krainev and is,
above all, dedicated to discovering new repertoire - whether for solo piano or chamber music - from Bach to
contemporary composers.
Previous discs for Mirare have all been rapturously received by the piano community.

ALSO AVAILABLE:
MIR023 Czerny The Art of Finger Dexterity, Liszt 
"almost impossibly immaculate pianism...this is an extraordinary achievement.” Julian Haylock, International Piano,
September/October 2007

“I hadn’t heard of Jean-Frédéric Neuberger before, but based on the formidable technical skill, straightforward musical
mind and overwhelming grasp of the idiom of piano playing on his new disc, he will deserve any fame he receives.”
Pianist’s Choice, Pianist, October/November 2007

MIR060 Neuburger Live at Suntory Hall 
“on the strength of this release, he’s an undeniable young talent.”
International Piano Selection, January/February 2009

“From a technical point of view his concert is faultless and if his Bach leaves you breathless, the Liszt Sonata will make
your heart stop…a highly gifted youngster.” 
Pianist recommended, Pianist Magazine, December 2008

MIR127 Hérold Concertos Nos 2, 3 & 4
"Soloist Jean-Frédéric Neuburger and conductor Hervé Niquet make a most persuasive cased for these virtually
unknown works." Irish Times, 23 September 2011  
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Label: Aparté
File Under: Classical/Instrumental
Catalogue No: AP069
Barcode: 3149028041125
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Lise Berthaud [viola]
Adam Laloum [piano]

Schumann, Schubert, Brahms
SCHUBERT: Arpegionne Sonata D821
BRAHMS: Viola Sonata No. 2
SCHUMANN: Märchenbilder Op. 113
Lise Berthaud
Adam Laloum

Lise Berthaud [b.1982] studied at the Conservatoire de Paris, with Gérard Caussé. In 2005, she won the Hindemith Prize
at the Geneva International Competition, was short listed by the Victoires de la Musique Classique 2009 as 'Révélation
de l’Année' (Newcomer of the Year) and since September 2013, Lise has been part of the prestigious BBC Radio 3 New
Generation Artists scheme. 
Adam Laloum studied at the Paris Conservatoire before receiving international recognition when he won 1st Prize at the
prestigious Clara Haskil Piano Competition. Laloum has founded a piano trio 'Les Esprits'. Both have played with
prestigious orchestras and have appeared on famous stages and festivals. This is their first recital together and Lise
Berthaud's debut recording.

ALSO AVAILABLE BY ADAM LALOUM:
MIR131 Brahms Piano Works
MIR194 Schumann Grande Humoresque, Piano Sonata
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Label: Stradivarius
File Under: Classical/Secular
Vocal music
Catalogue No: STR33902
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NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Lorenzo Regazzo [bass]
Dimitri Romano [piano]
with guest artist Sara Mingardo

La Regata Veneziana
Songs and ariettas in Venetian dialect
Lorenzo Regazzo
Sara Mingardo 

Canzoni veneziane da battello (Venetian Boat Songs)
BUZZOLLA: L’amor discreto, L’abandon, El tropo e ‘l tropo poco, El spin
ROSSINI: La regata veneziana
HAHN: from Venezia, Che pecà!
MALIPIERO: Sette canzonette veneziane
BIANCHINI: Barcarola, Canta... canta!...El sorze in trapola, Tute do,
Redentor in famegia

Bonus track: Canzone da battello, Fior vezzoso
[with Sara Mingardo]

"For this selection of Venetian songs I have sought to favour models of  musical importance and with eloquent texts. 
I cannot deny that I have chosen some pieces for purely affective reasons, precisely because they are capable of
evoking exactly the shapes of the city that I have always known and which I love, and of repeating frankly the proud
prerogatives of a certain 'venezianità', which I find today unchanged in the characteristics of Venetian people, in spite of
fashions and differences between generations”. Lorenzo Regazzo

Lorenzo Regazzo studied with Sesto Bruscantini and Regina Resnik and is especially well known for interpreting
Baroque, Classical and bel canto repertoire. Performing at the major opera and concert venues, Regazzo has also been
a regular guest at musical events such as the Salzburg Festival and the Rossini Opera Festival in Pesaro.
His discography includes 'Le Nozze di Figaro', with René Jacobs, which was Gramophone Record of the Year in 2004;
two recitals: Chante Venise and Vivaldi: Arie per Basso (Naïve, with Rinaldo Alessandrini) for both of which Regazzo
received Orphée d’or awards.
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Vocal music
Catalogue No: EL1343
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Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Marc Mauillon [voice]
Guillaume Coppola [piano]

POULENC: Miroirs Brûlants
Marc Mauillon 
Guillaume Coppola

To commemorate the 50th anniversary of the death of Francis Poulenc in 2013, Marc Mauillon and Guillaume Coppola
have combined their talents to concoct a colourful programme: the 34 Poulenc melodies on the poems of Paul Eluard.
Imagine the atmosphere of the Roaring '20s through the very personal style of Francis Poulenc and the poems of Paul
Eluard in works of great virtuosity and subtlety. This is the biggest project for Eloquentia since the publication of the
works of Machaut and Marc Mauillon plunges with delight into this world that is still both modern and quirky. Enjoy!
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Label: Bel Air Classiques
File Under: Classical/Orchestral
Catalogue No: BAC082
Barcode: 3760115300828
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 DVD
Tchaikovsky Symphony Orchestra of Moscow
Radio
Vladimir Fedoseyev [conductor]

BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 8 in F major, op. 93 (1812)
Encores: TCHAIKOVSKY: Chant d'automne, The Seasons, 
Spanish dance from Swan Lake
Tchaikovsky Symphony Orchestra 
Vladimir Fedoseyev

Filmed in one of the most prestigious concert halls: the Gold concert hall  of the Musikverein in Vienna, this is volume
one in a cycle of concerts by the Tchaikovsky Symphony Orchestra, under Vladimir Fedoseyev. The programme of the
concerts includes Symphonies No. 2, 4, 8 by Beethoven and Symphonies No. 4, 5, 6 and 'Manfred' by Tchaikovsky. 
The Tchaikovsky Symphony Orchestra headed by its artistic director and chief conductor Vladimir Fedoseyev was the
first of the Russian orchestras invited to perform on this famous stage. The tour in 2005 when the Tchaikovsky
Symphony Orchestra performed five days running in Musikverein was called triumphal.
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Label: Bel Air Classiques
File Under: Classical/Orchestral
Catalogue No: BAC083
Barcode: 3760115300835
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 DVD
Tchaikovsky Symphony Orchestra of Moscow
Radio
Vladimir Fedoseyev [conductor]

BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 2 Op. 36 (1803)
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No. 5 in E minor, Op. 64 (1888) 
Encores: TCHAIKOVSKY: Spanish dance from 'Swan Lake' Op. 20
GAVRILIN: Away from Vologda to Kerch
Tchaikovsky Symphony Orchestra
Vladimir Fedoseyev

Filmed in one of the world's most prestigious concert halls, the Musikverein in Vienna, a cycle of the concerts of the
Tchaikovsky Symphony Orchestra under conduction of Vladimir Fedoseyev. 
The Tchaikovsky Symphony Orchestra headed by its artistic director and chief conductor Vladimir Fedoseyev was the
first of the Russian orchestras invited to perform on this famous stage with a cycle of concerts. The tour in 2005 when
The Tchaikovsky Symphony Orchestra performed five days running was called triumphal.
Volume 2 
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Catalogue No: BAC084
Barcode: 3760115300842
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 DVD
Tchaikovsky Symphony Orchestra of Moscow
Radio
Vladimir Fedoseyev [conductor]

BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 4 Op. 60 (1806)
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No. 6 Op. 74, 'Pathetique' 
Encore: SVIRIDOV: Echo of Waltz from 'The Snowstorm'
Tchaikovsky Symphony Orchestra 
Vladimir Fedoseyev

Filmed in one of the most prestigious world concert halls, the Musikverein, in Vienna, this is the third volume of a
triumphal cycle of the concerts of the Tchaikovsky Symphony Orchestra under conductor, Vladimir Fedoseyev. 

The Tchaikovsky Symphony Orchestra, headed by its artistic director and chief conductor Vladimir Fedoseyev, was the
first of the Russian orchestras to be invited to perform at this prestigious venue, in 2005.
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Catalogue No: BAC085
Barcode: 3760115300859
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 DVD
Alexander Knyazev [cello]
Tchaikovsky Symphony Orchestra of Moscow
Radio
Vladimir Fedoseyev [conductor]

TCHAIKOVSKY: Manfred Symphony Op. 58 (1885)
MIASKOVSKY: Cello Concerto Op. 66 (1945)
Tchaikovsky Symphony Orchestra 
Vladimir Fedoseyev

Filmed in one of the most prestigious world concert halls, the Musikverein, in Vienna, this fourth volume concludes a
cycle of the concerts by the Tchaikovsky Symphony Orchestra under conductor, Vladimir Fedoseyev. 
This programme included the Viennese premiere of Miaskovsky's Cello concerto with soloist, and Honoured Artist of the
Russian Federation, Alexander Knyazev.
The Tchaikovsky Symphony Orchestra, headed by its artistic director and chief conductor Vladimir Fedoseyev, was the
first of the Russian orchestras to be invited to perform at this prestigious venue, in this 2005 series described as
'triumphal'.
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Catalogue No: DSD350105
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Format: 1 SACD
Packaging: cristal
Nathan Milstein [violin] 
Philharmonia Orchestra 
Harry Blech, Anatole Fistoulari [conductors]

GOLDMARK: Violin Concerto No. 1 Op. 28
BRAHMS: Violin Concerto Op.77, BACH: Partita BWV1004
Nathan Milstein
Philharmonia Orchestra 
Harry Blech
Anatole Fistoulari 

A generous and unusual coupling of 'Hungarian' Romantic concertos, one rather more familiar than that by the composer
of 'The Queen of Sheba' (1875). Goldmark's concerto premiered in Nuremberg, October 1878, pays tribute to Mendelssohn,
Schumann and Spohr. 
Milstein demonstrates a purity of style, unmatched even by Perlman whilst the Philharmonia give us Wagnerian majesty.
Among the many versions of Op .77, this 4th of five studio recordings by Milstein remains the most perfect, today
restored to its original magnificence and clarity. As an encore, the Chaconne BWV1004. 
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Label: Actes Sud Musicales
File Under: Classical/Instrumental
Catalogue No: ASM13
Barcode: 3149028032826
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Chema Madoz [photography]
Jean-François Heisser [piano]

MOMPOU: Musica Callada books 1-4
Jean-François Heisser 

The 28 pieces that make up 'Musica callada', divided into four books, were written from 1959 to 1967. They can be seen
as a musical testament, traversing the 20th century, avoiding the crowds, fashions and great avant-garde battles.
Mompou himself thought 'Musica callada' contained "most of his design aesthetic."
A selection of works by the great Spanish photographer Chema Madoz underlines the intention of the composer:
economy of means, black and white, staging everyday objects...

Jean-François Heisser has a rounded and innovative career as a pianist, conductor and teacher. Born in Saint-Etienne,
he was awarded 6 first prizes at the Paris Conservaire. He was the disciple and heir of Vlado Perlemuter and Henriette
Puig-Roger before studying with the late Maria Curcio. 
He is renowned for his work on modern and historical instruments: under the baton of François Xavier Roth, and his
orchestra Les Siècles, also on Actes Sud, he alternates between modern instruments (the Bartok 3 Concertos) and
historical ones (Saint-Saens).
Jean-François Heisser is president of the Maurice Ravel Academy in Saint-Jean de Luz and artistic director of the
Soirées Musicales in Arles.
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NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Bruno Fontaine [piano]

Ragtime
Bruno Fontaine [piano]

DEBUSSY: Golliwog’s Cake Walk 
FONTAINE: GCW variations, OpéRagNight, Rag, Lag and more Rag   
Thomas 'Fats' WALLER: Honeysucle Rose, Handful of Keys  
JOPLIN: Maple Leaf Rag, The Entertainer, Wall Street Rag  
CHAUVIN/JOPLIN: Heliotrope bouquet
TURPIN: The Pan-Am Rag, The Saint Louis Rag, Ragtime Nightmare  
LAMB: American Beauty 
SCOTT: Climax Rag 
DALY: Chicken Reel 
SCOTT: Grace and Beauty 
SATIE: Rag-Time Parade 
 
The eclectic, multi-talented concert pianist, conductor, arranger, and composer, Bruno Fontaine is difficult to
pidgeon-hole. Upon graduating from the Paris Conservatoire, covered in prizes, he soon embarked on a rewarding
career that merges his talent in all genres from Johnny Hallyday, to Ute Lemper via Barbara Hendricks. 
As a film composer he has been recogised by the Victoires de la Musique and as a concert pianist received ffff from
Télérama for his recital disc dedicated to Mozart, playing under the batons of Yutaka Sado, Laurent Petitgirard and many
others. 
This is the marriage of genres that Aparté propose here, in an album dedicated to Ragtime: 20 compositions by major
masters of the genre: Scott Joplin, Tom Turpin, James Scott, Joseph Lamb, Joseph Daly, plus a trip to the great Fats
Waller. Fontaine added the famous 'Golliwog's Cake-Walk' by Claude Debussy, 'Ragtime Parade' by Erik Satie and
finally for the contemporary French touch, he composed two ragtime numbers of his own.
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Label: AGOGIQUE
File Under: Classical
Catalogue No: AGO013
Barcode: 3700675500139
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
La Gioannina:
Françoise Masset [soprano]
Nanja Breedijk [triple harp]
Rémi Cassaigne [lute, theorbo, guitar]

E che vuoi più ?
La Gioannina

La Gioannina's debut recording for Agogique offers an intimate portrait of Orazio Michi dell'Arpa through 15 pieces for
solo voice accompanied by the harp and lute, almost all unpublished. This portrait is complemented by instrumental
works from de Macque and Trabaci, as well as his contemporaries Frescobaldi, Kapsberger and Landi.
Born near Naples around 1595, dell'Arpa entered the service of Cardinal Montalto, in Rome, then that of Cardinal
Maurizio di Savoia. In 1640, a year before his death, he was praised by his  contemporaries as a virtuoso harpist,  the
equal of Frescobaldi on the keyboard and of Kapsberger for theorbo. 
In short pieces of heightened expressivity, dell'Arpa tells of the throes of worldly love, the horror of the Passion, the
torments of the heart and the hope for redemption: a voice of singular freedom untangling the complexities of the Italian
cantata. 
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Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Héloïse Gaillard 
[sopranino, soprano, alto and tenor flutes]

TELEMANN: 12 Fantaisies
Héloïse Gaillard

The 12 Fantasias of Georg Philipp Telemann have no precise date of composition and it is certainly no coincidence that
Telemann chose this evocative term of description that involves a creation without formal constraint.
Here they are played by Héloïse Gaillard on four different flutes: sopranino, soprano, alto and tenor, in order to
characterise the sound and technical qualities of these instruments' full range as suggested by Telemann.
Heloise Gaillard participates in many prestigious ensembles. She is principal oboist of the Spiritual Concert directed by
Hervé Niquet, first flute with Christophe Rousset's Les Talens Lyriques. She plays both flute and oboe with Le Concert
d'Astrée under the direction of Emmanuelle Haim and performs regularly with Les Arts Florissants conducted by William
Christie.
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Label: La Dolce Volta
File Under: Classical/Instrumental
Catalogue No: LDV147.2
Barcode: 3770001901596
6 for 2 special price
Format: 6 CD
Packaging: box set
André Isoir on 8 different organs:
Koenig:Sarre-Union
Isnard: Saint-Maximin
Clicquot: Houdan
Kern: St-Séverin, Paris
Cliquot: Château de Fontainbleau
Koenig: Bon Pasteur, Angers
Haerpfer-Erman: Saint-Germain-des-Prés, Paris

The Golden Age of French Organ
André Isoir

CLÉRAMBAULT: The 2 Suites
COUPERIN: Masses for the Convents and for the Parishes
GRIGNY: The Organ Mass, The 5 Hymns
GUILAIN: The Organ Works
CORRETTE, d’ANGLEBERT, DANDRIEU, du MAGE, JULLIEN, LEBEGUE, MARCHAND

Recorded between 1972 and 1976 and winner of the most prestigious awards, 'The Golden Age of French Organ Music'
on Calliope was one of the most comprehensive anthologies ever dedicated to this instrument. 
André Isoir recorded 24 albums for this project, from the Renaissance to 20th century. Nearly 20 of these titles surveyed
the 17th and 18th
centuries, and it is these that are now reissued here. André Isoir evokes here his memories of this extraordinary
undertaking.
While a certain universality guided the language of organ music in Europe until the late 16th century, nurtured on
polyphony and transcriptions of vocal repertory, on free preludes or fantasias, the French school began to go its own way
in the course of the following
decades. It developed in the service of the Roman Catholic Church, in a context where plainchant retained great
resonance, whilst the dominance of colour and a kind of intoxication with timbre resulted from techniques of instrument
building that anticipated the tendencies of the repertory itself. 
From Titelouze to Dandrieu, the programmes presented here bear witness to the constancy of these factors throughout
one of the most prosperous periods for French organ music, which coincides almost exactly with the reigns of Louis XIII
and Louis XIV.

Deluxe Remastered Limited Edition
English and French commentary 
Diapason, Choc, ffff Télérama, Choix de France Musique....

ALSO AVAILABLE:
LDV118 Bach L’orgue concertante
“He [Andre Isoir] had a particularly sparkling way of interpreting music of this period, as is evident from these
recordings… and have been successfully re-mastered for this release… these are inspiring performances.” Early Music
Review – October 2013
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Label: Elegia
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Catalogue No: ELEORG024
Barcode: 8051770160243
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Artemusica Children's Choir
Debora Bria [conductor]
Federica Mancini [harp]
Corrado Cavalli [organ]

British Christmas music for Children's Choir
BRITTEN: Ceremony of Carols, Missa Brevis
RUTTER: The Lord bless you and keep you, Star Carol, In Dulci Jubilo, Coventry Carol
WILLCOCKS: The First Nowell  
Artemusica Children's Choir

The UK has one of the most advanced and ancient traditions of the great European choral culture. Its roots lie in the
Reformation period with the birth of Cathedral Music, choral music written for the services of the cathedrals. The first
evidence of a Chapel Royal, a group of musicians mainly singers, intended for the liturgical service of the king of
England, dates back to 1135. It was reconstituted in 1349 and in the second half of the century. XV singers included 27
adults and 10 children directed by the Master of the Children and represents the first official evidence of the presence of
a children's choir in complex professional music.
The treble voice choir Artemusica was founded in 2002 in Valperga and has received first prizes and special awards in
the  national and international choral competitions under the directorship of Debora Bria.
Details and full texts in the booklet [English and Italian]. 
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Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Letizia Romiti 
[organ, St John Evangelist Parish Catholic
Church, Alessandria, Italy, by Mascioni, 2010]

BACH: Christmas Organ Music
Letizia Romiti 

Preludio e Fuga in Do maggiore BWV531
Nun komm, der Heiden Heiland BWV659
In dulci jubilo BWV729
Pastorale in Fa (Pastorella)
Das alte Jahre vergangen ist BWV614
In dir ist Freude BWV615
Variazioni Canoniche

Bach left a great number of works dedicated to the feast of Christmas that differ in nature, function and style, particularly
suited to the organ and often returning to the same chorale many times. 
Letizia Romiti studied at Milan Cathedral and took masterclasses with Ton Koopman, Kenneth Gilbert and Anton Heiler.
She has given recitals all over Europe, contributes writings to musical journals and newspapers and has previously made
recordings for Tactus. She is now resident artistic consultant for the Alessandria province, organising concerts on historic
organs in this area.
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Label: Stradivarius
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Vocal
Catalogue No: STR33966
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NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
Riccardo Massai [actor]
Icarus Ensemble
Marco Angius [conductor]

Giorgio BATTISTELLI: 
(The Embalmer) Monodramma giocoso da camera, Lyrics by Renzo Rosso
Riccardo Massai [actor]
Icarus Ensemble
Marco Angius [conductor]

'L’imbalsamatore' (2001-2002) was first performed at the Almeida Theatre in London with the title 'The Embalmer'. As a
genre,  it recalls his previous works 'Aphrodite' ( 1983) and 'Frau Frankenstein' (1997-98), although here we find an actor
as the exclusive protagonist. The unprecedented and reckless ensemble is composed by woodwinds and dark brasses, a
vast set of percussion, a midi keyboard, cellos, double basses and elaborations with live electronics. 

Giorgio Battistelli continues to renew (and to shake) contemporary musical theatre. From the outset with the famous
'Experimentum Mundi', Battistelli has accepted and surpassed the legacy of Stockhausen and of certain post-modernist
orientations of Kagel, aiming at a theatre which lives and burns in the very moment, although organised into rigorous and
recognisable formal structures.
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File Under: Classical/Instrumental
Catalogue No: WER6787-2
Barcode: 4010228678727
2 for 1.5 
Format: 2 CD
Packaging: cristal
Antonio Tarallo [piano]

Renato de GRANDIS: Movimento perpetuo, 
Preludi per pianoforte 
Antonio Tarallo 

The 'Preludi per pianoforte', four volumes of twelve pieces each, were written by the Venetian composer Renato de
Grandis when he resumed composing after a break. He had decided, in 1987, shortly after his 60th birthday, to stop
writing and to move back to Italy for the first time in 30 years. At that point he ranked among the major composers in
Europe's avant-garde music scene. During his retreat de Grandis dedicated himself to his philosophical interests: he
wrote both prose and poetry, painted, taught and travelled whilst also immersing himself in Buddhism, the Kabbalah and
theosophy.
His withdrawal from composing lasted only a few years, however, and it appears travelling led him back to music. In the
Introduction to the 'Preludi per pianoforte' he wrote: “The characters of the preludes have to do with a great multiplicity of
situations, moods, direct experiences, and encounters, which come from a life full of travelling far and wide, a life of
uninterrupted learning, research, and discovery, sometimes concerning subjects which are unknown to most people.”
Considered as a whole, but also in view of his life’s work, the 'Preludes' demonstrate almost the entire spectrum of de
Grandis' musical thought, in spite of their often miniature-like nature.
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Format: 1 DVD
Packaging: long box

Alvin LUCIER: No Ideas But In Things
The composer Alvin Lucier, A film by Viola Rusche & Hauke Harder

“Don’t ask me what I mean, ask me what I’ve made.” Alvin Lucier

The American Alvin Lucier is one of the most significant composers of New Music in the 20th century. Being one of the
first representatives of live electronic music, he explored in his works the nature and the effect of acoustic sounds and
sound phenomena such as resonances, echoes and interferences, with the boundaries between installation,
performance, composition and science becoming blurred.

In the present documentary film by Viola Rusche and Hauke Harder, Lucier is shown on concert trips to The Hague and
Zug, Switzerland. Starting with performances of early live electronic works of the 1960s and 1970s and ending with the
world premiere of the most recent ensemble piece 'Panorama 2' (2011), the composer examines and comments on his
work, granting insight into the beginnings of his pioneering work: his days as founding member of the group of 
composers Sonic Arts Union (1966–76), his relationships with John Cage and David Tudor, as well as his work at the
Wesleyan University in Middletown, Connecticut, where he has been teaching since 1970. 
In this documentary, Lucier's best-known piece 'I Am Sitting in a Room' (1970) runs through the film like a golden thread.

Bonus Features:
Alvin Lucier on: I Am Sitting in a Room
Further remarks by Alvin Lucier
Voices of friends and colleagues
97 min | English | Stereo | DVD 9 | NTSC | Country Code: 0
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International Contemporary Ensemble (ICE)
Adam Sliwinski & Erik Carlson [conductors]

Keeril MAKAN: Afterglow
Mercury Songbirds, Husk, Afterglow, Becoming Unknown, Mu, After Forgetting
International Contemporary Ensemble 

Keeril Makan composes without assumed expectations of an instrument’s sound or a performer’s capabilities, but by
exploring the possible, by discovering the beautiful in the unexpected and following where that beauty leads. Makan’s
relationship to the world of sounds has its connection to the work of Edgard Varèse and John Cage and by a broad
American experimental tradition, with touchstones in the work of some of the European modernists.
'Afterglow' is the outcome of hours spent listening to the harmonic resonance of specific notes and chords, and to the
durations of the resonances. The simplicity of the materials beguiles the listener into hearing beyond the immediate
gesture to become aware of its “afterglow,” the sympathetic vibrations of the unplayed strings within the piano.
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Catalogue No: WLCD0378
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budget Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal

MARSCHNER: Der Holzdieb [The Wood thief]
Singspiel in 1 act (Dresden Hoftheater) 22 February 1825 

Antonia Fahberg [Suschen]
Johannes Hoefflin [Felix]
Sanders Schier [Lorenz]
Erika Ahsbahs [Barbara]
Wolfgang Frey [Barthel]
Kleines Orchester des Südwestfunks
Hans Gierster [conductor]
Broadcast by Freiburg Radio 1962 

A lovely comic opera. This is the only recording available and the first release on any format, in good sound.
Although his work has been generally neglected in the 20th century, Heinrich Marschner [1795-1861] was a leading
figure in the period between Weber and Wagner, and wrote 22 operas and singspiels. His most successful opera, 'Hans
Heiling', a work that established him as the leading proponent of German romantic opera, follows the example of Weber's
'Der Freischütz', but in form exercised a strong influence on Wagner. The work has a clear influence on 'Der fliegende
Holländer' both in narrative and in certain elements of detail.
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Taizé - Instrumental

These accompaniments were recorded in order to support people who would like to meet to sing and pray together using
the songs of Taizé, but who have no guitarist or keyboard player, and are not confident to sing a cappella. However, the
CDs can also be listened to as reflective music in their own right. Together, they provide instrumental support for 58
songs, including most of the simpler songs of the Taizé repertoire. These are the songs that can be sung easily by a
small group; the more complex songs requiring solo singers have not been included.
The printed music for these songs and ideas for preparing prayers are available in the booklet Chants de Taizé and on
the website www.taize.fr.
These recordings were made in the 12th-century village church at Taizé.

A new box set that gathers (and will replace on a mid-term basis) the 3 recordings of instrumental music released by
Taizé so far (item # T701, T702, T703). 

full track listing available
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